Motivation: Structural molecular biology depends crucially on computational techniques that compare protein three-dimensional structures and generate structural alignments (the assignment of one-to-one correspondences between subsets of amino acids based on atomic coordinates). Despite its importance, the structural alignment problem has not been formulated, much less solved, in a consistent and reliable way. To overcome these difficulties, we present here a statistical framework for the precise inference of structural alignments, built on the Bayesian and information-theoretic principle of Minimum Message Length (MML). The quality of any alignment is measured by its explanatory power-the amount of lossless compression achieved to explain the protein coordinates using that alignment. Results: We have implemented this approach in MMLigner, the first program able to infer statistically significant structural alignments. We also demonstrate the reliability of MMLigner's alignment results when compared with the state of the art. Importantly, MMLigner can also discover different structural alignments of comparable quality, a challenging problem for oligomers and protein complexes. Availability and Implementation: Source code, binaries and an interactive web version are available at http:/
Introduction
An alignment of two (or more) proteins is an assignment of a oneto-one correspondence between subsets of their amino acid residues. An alignment can be inferred from amino acid sequence information (yielding a sequence alignment) or using the information of threedimensional atomic coordinates of residues (yielding a structural alignment). The purpose of an alignment is to identify similarities between two or more proteins, both in terms of sequence and in terms of structure. As proteins diverge during evolution, structure changes more conservatively than sequence (Abroi and Gough, 2011; Chothia and Lesk, 1986; Illergård et al., 2009) . Therefore, it becomes necessary to appeal to structure when inferring a trustworthy relationship between distantly related proteins (Chothia and Lesk, 1986; Lesk and Chothia, 1980) . Protein alignment is essential for many areas of research in molecular biology, such as those focused on identifying homologous amino acids, i.e. residues encoded by nucleotides at equivalent positions in genome sequences (Lesk and Chothia, 1980) , understanding the evolution of protein domains (Chothia and Lesk, 1986; Lo Conte et al., 2000) , modelling the homology of proteins of known amino-acid sequence but unknown structure ( Sali et al., 1995; Schwede et al., 2003) , and experimentally determining protein crystal structures using molecular replacement techniques (McCoy, 2007) .
The structural alignment problem is the identification of a subset of residues with matching three-dimensional structural contexts. Most homologous proteins preserve a common core within their three-dimensional structure (Chothia and Lesk, 1986) . This core comprises one or more regions of residues that retain the same topology of their folding patterns, varying only in their spatial and geometric details (Chothia and Finkelstein, 1990) . Peripheral regions outside the common core tend to refold entirely and cannot be meaningfully aligned. Although pairwise sequence alignment cannot identify peripheral regions, structural alignment can.
The structural alignment problem can be cast as an optimization problem. This requires: (i) a measure of quality to assess any proposed alignment between proteins and (ii) a search method to find an optimal alignment under the stated measure. Over the past five decades, very many structural alignment methods have been proposed, differing mainly in how they assess structural alignment quality (Kolodny et al., 2005) . By one estimate, the number of new structural alignment methods is doubling roughly every five years (Hasegawa and Holm, 2009) .
Recent comparative studies have exposed disagreements among the results produced by currently available structural alignment methods (Hasegawa and Holm, 2009; Kolodny et al., 2005; Ma and Wang, 2014; Slater et al., 2013) . This disagreement is traceable to the lack of a systematic framework for formulating the structural alignment problem, especially in the ambiguity in defining a rigorous measure of alignment quality to be optimized. This deficiency stands in stark contrast with the progress achieved in the closely related field of protein sequence alignment, where research has produced a rigorous statistical framework for sequence comparison (Allison et al., 1992; Karlin and Altschul, 1990) . Largely due to the standardization of the framework, the development of new methods for sequence alignments has 'reached a point of diminishing returns' (https://robertedgar.wordpress.com/2010/05/02/multiple-proteinalignment-is-a-dead-field/).
Providing a rigorous framework for evaluating structural alignments is likely to rectify the lack of consensus that has beset the field of structural alignments. To achieve this goal, we presented in our earlier work a novel proof-of-concept to measure structural alignment quality . This measure does not suffer from the ambiguities that have been so problematical in other approaches, and is built on the rigorous framework of Minimum Message Length (MML) criterion (Wallace and Boulton, 1968; Wallace, 2005) . MML provides a general purpose Bayesian framework for statistical inductive inference, useful to discriminate between competing hypotheses on observed data (Wallace and Boulton, 1969; Wallace, 2005) . In this context, any structural alignment is treated as a hypothesis of the structural relationship between two proteins, expressed as a one-to-one, order-preserving, correspondence between subsets of residues. Specifically, each alignment hypothesis constitutes an attempt to explain the observed C a coordinates in the proteins being aligned. The explanatory power of each alignment is quantified, using the principles of information theory, as the amount of lossless compression gained in encoding the C a coordinate data of the aligned proteins.
This framework can be rationalized of as a communication between an imaginary transmitter-receiver pair. The quality of any structural alignment is measured as the message length (in bits) required to transmit the C a coordinates using the alignment hypothesis, allowing it to be received and decoded losslessly. This measure is backed by mathematical rigour and exhibits important statistical properties, including a natural null hypothesis test for assessing the statistical significance of any proposed alignment (Methods and Supplementary Notes S1-S3).
The main contributions made in this article are: (i) A complete overhaul of the statistical models backing the measure of structural alignment quality presented in our previous work . (ii) The development of a new alignment program, MMLigner, capable of consistently obtaining statistically significant structural alignments using the improved measure of alignment quality. (iii) A reliable method to identify considerably different, yet closely competing, structural alignments that cannot/should not be overlooked by biological users.
Comprehensive benchmarking demonstrates the effectiveness of our new approach to protein structural alignment and compares it with that of the available state of the art approaches. Importantly, MMLigner can also identify and evaluate different alignments for the same pair of protein structures. This is especially useful when aligning oligomers and protein complexes, where conventional structural alignment techniques are generally inadequate (Ma and Wang, 2014; Sippl and Wiederstein, 2008) .
Methods
The difficulty with many structural alignment methods arises from the problem of specifying precisely what needs to be optimized. There is a conflict-requiring some kind of compromise-between two key alignment criteria that besets the current alignment programs: coverage and fidelity. Conventional methods typically approximate coverage as the size of the alignment: the number of correspondences plus, in some cases, the number of residues in the unaligned regions. Fidelity measures the spatial or geometric similarity of aligned residues, commonly approximated either by the rootmean-square deviation (RMSD) computed after the best rigid-body superposition, or by pairwise Euclidean distance profiles.
Different compromises between the weighting of maximum coverage and minimum RMSD in conventional structural alignment approaches are a major source of the inconsistencies in their results. For example, suppose we are aligning two 300-residue proteins. It may be possible to find one alignment of 200-residue substructures of the proteins, with RMSD 2.5 Angstroms (Å ) with one weighting, and another alignment of 100-residue substructures with RMSD 2.0 Å with a different weighting. It is this difficulty that led Chothia and Lesk to define the notion of a structural core to choose the subsets of structures to align (Chothia and Lesk, 1986) .
Main features of the Minimum Message Length framework: Inductive inference aims at identifying hypotheses that best explain observed data (Wallace, 2005) . In general, a complex hypothesis can explain (or fit) a greater variety of observed data than a simpler hypothesis (MacKay, 2003; Wallace and Boulton, 1968) . Therefore, choosing the best hypothesis for any inference problem involves a necessary trade-off between hypothesis complexity and its fit with the observed data. Structural alignment can thus be seen as an instance of the general class of inference problems. As suggested earlier, an alignment is a hypothesis that attempts to explain the relationship between two proteins, given as the observed data the coordinates of the C a atoms. In conventional statements of the structural alignment problem, the aforementioned complexity versus fit trade-off is handled using surrogate, easily-computable criteria. (Traditionally, coverage is used as a proxy for hypothesis complexity, while RMSD is used as a proxy for fit with observed data.)
The field of statistical learning and inference provides rigorous approaches to address this problem systematically. In the early nineteen sixties several landmark papers proposed links between inductive inference and information theory (Kolmogorov, 1965; Solomonoff, 1960; Wallace and Boulton, 1968) . The MML principle provided the first practical information-theoretic criterion for hypothesis selection based on observed data. MML is used here to assess structural alignment quality and to differentiate reliably among competing alignments. This solves the problem of coverageversus-RMSD tradeoff by allowing both to affect the Message Length, minimization.
How is information content measured? Claude E. Shannon in his seminal work on the mathematical theory of communication provided the means to quantify information content: It is the length (in bits) of the shortest message needed to communicate an event losslessly between an imaginary transmitter-receiver pair. Just as it requires one bit to report the result of an (unbiased) coin toss, if some event E has the probability PrðEÞ, the Shannon Information content (represented as I(E)) of that event is denoted as Àlog 2 ðPrðEÞÞ (measured in bits) (Shannon, 1948) .
Consider a hypothetical communication process between the transmitter-receiver pair. The transmitter has the protein coordinate data of two structures, S and T, and wants to communicate both sets of C a coordinates to the receiver. One approach is to transmit S and T independently, by assuming they are unrelated to each other. We call this form of encoding the null model message. The length of the null model message for transmitting both S and T is denoted as:
An alternative approach to transmit S and T is to exploit the structural relationship (if any) between them using an alignment, denoted as A. We call this form of encoding the relationship model message. Intuitively, the relationship model message can be decomposed into two parts. In the first part the transmitter communicates the information of the alignment A as a string over match (m), insert (i) and delete (d) states. Receiving this information, the receiver can decode and reconstruct the alignment between protein structures S and T, but has no knowledge (yet) of their coordinates. Therefore, the second part encodes the coordinate information of S and T using the alignment A.
The total length of the relationship model message (or I-value) for transmitting both S and T given A can be represented as The above equation is the result of Bayes' theorem restated in Shannon's information-theoretic terms (Supplementary Note S1). We shall denote IðA &hS; TiÞ by I-value (Supplementary Notes S2-S3).
If the proposed alignment relationship, A, is a poor one (few residues aligned, large structural deviations), then the encoded relationship model message will be inefficient, yielding a longer message and bigger I-value. Alternatively, if the alignment relationship is a good one (many residues aligned, small structural deviations), then the relationship model is efficient, yielding a shorter message and smaller I-value. Thus, I-value forms an excellent measure to assess structural alignment quality. An optimal alignment is one with the shortest total message length; that is, with the lowest value (in bits) for I-value.
Furthermore, the difference between the null and the relationship model message lengths provides a measure of the statistical significance of the alignment hypothesis (Supplementary Note S1):
Compressionðgain=lossÞ ¼ I null ðhS; TiÞ À IðA &hS; TiÞ If the above difference is positive, that is, if relationship model message gains compression over the null model message, then the alignment is considered significant. If, on the other hand, the relationship model message is more verbose (i.e. has a greater length) than the null model message, then that alignment is rejected. This ability to detect statistically significant alignments is unique to our method.
MMLigner algorithm: Having defined I-value as the quantity to be optimized, we must define a search strategy to achieve this. The search is carried out in two phases (Supplementary Note S4).
In the first phase, crude-but-effective structural alignments are rapidly generated, to act as seeds for refinement using the I-value measure. This involves identifying continuous fragments from the two structures that superpose below an RMSD threshold, yielding a library of maximal fragment pairs (MFPs). Each MFP contains one region from each protein. This library of MFPs is filtered efficiently (Konagurthu et al., 2014) by exhaustively superposing nonoverlapping pairs (then triples) of MFPs, and retaining only those MFPs for which there are partners such that the joint superposition of the MFP and its partners have an RMSD lower than a fixed threshold. This results in a drastically pruned library, in which each MFP can be jointly superposed with at least two other (non-overlapping) MFPs in the set. Next, these filtered MFPs are efficiently clustered. For each cluster, a dynamic programming algorithm (Konagurthu et al., 2006 ) is used to generate a crude seed structural alignment.
In the second phase, each seed alignment is iteratively refined over an Expectation-Maximization approach using the I-value criterion (Supplementary Note S3). The refinement is carried out using a set of alignment perturbations while keeping track of the amount of compression achieved compared to the null model (Supplementary Note S2) .
This search is illustrated in Figure 1 using an example pair of structures: the chain A of pig heart, GTP-specific succinyl-CoA synthetase (1EUD-A, 306 residues) and the chain A of glutamate mutase from Clostridium cochlearium (1CCW-A, 137 residues). Note that this part has two distinct structural alignments of comparable quality (Table 2) .
Results
Software Benchmarking: Benchmarking alignment programs is problematic due to the lack of a gold standard to measure the biological validity of alignments they generate. In its absence, it is difficult to gauge objectively, on a large-scale, the biological trustworthiness of alignments generated by different programs. A common approach used in the literature to benchmark alignment programs involves comparing their results against traditional measures of alignment quality, over a large collection of protein structural pairs.
To do this here, we construct a dataset containing 2500 pairs of protein domains from the Structural Classification Of Proteins (SCOP v1.75) database (Lo Conte et al., 2000) . This dataset is composed of five groups, each containing 500 domain pairs randomly chosen from those in either the same SCOP Family, Superfamily, Fold, Class or Decoy, thus representing progressively varying degrees of closeness in structural relationship. By Decoy we mean any SCOP domain from a different Class compared to its counterpart. Further, no pair of domains in this dataset share more than 40% amino acid sequence identity (Supplementary Note S5). Using this dataset, we benchmark the performance of MMLigner and compare it with five widely used alignment programs (DALI (Holm and Sander, 1993) , LGA (Zemla, 2003) , FATCAT (Ye and Godzik, 2003) , CE (Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998) and TM-Align (Zhang and Skolnick, 2005) ).
We report in Figure 2 the two conventional measures of alignment quality-coverage and RMSD-along with information-based complexity (IðAÞ) and compression (in terms of I-value) relative to the null message, as obtained for the 2500 alignments (500 per SCOP group) produced by each program. Focusing first on the alignment coverage measured as the number of residue-residue correspondences (Fig. 2, first column) , we expect the coverage to decrease as the structural similarity decreases. This is indeed the case for all programs tested, with MMLigner showing the most pronounced decrease, particularly for Family, Superfamily and Fold. (For a large majority of structural pairs in the Class and Decoy sets, DALI does not return any alignment. We interpret these cases as the structures being entirely unaligned, yielding zero coverage and RMSD.)
The median coverage that MMLigner produces for alignments of pairs of proteins in the same Class group is approximately 25 correspondences, and the value for alignments with Decoys is zero. Inspecting these groups manually when alignment coverage is greater than zero, we find that MMLigner typically aligns up to two distinct supersecondary structures for the Class dataset, and up to one supersecondary structure for the Decoy set. Often these supersecondary structures contain two successive helices/strands in an antiparallel orientation. Comparing the plots of different alignment programs, the median coverage values for DALI, TM-Align and
LGA are similar to each other, and are higher than those reported by other programs: Although MMLigner's median coverage is only slightly smaller, those of CE and FATCAT are significantly smaller, indicating they are the most conservative of all the programs. Conservative, in this context, means biased towards smaller alignments (lower coverage). But coverage alone is not meaningful without considering the structural deviation of the aligned residues.
Focusing on alignment fidelity measured by the RMSD of the best superposition (Fig. 2 second column) , we expect the RMSD first to increase from Family to Superfamily and Fold, as the structural relationship progressively diverges, and then to decrease as the coverage falls due to the proteins' no longer having any major structural relationship. This is the case for MMLigner, DALI and, to some extent, FATCAT (Fig. 2 second column, first/third/fifth rows). However, the other aligners retain an increasing trajectory, as their scoring functions do not inherently compromise between the conflicting objectives arising from simultaneously maximising coverage and minimising RMSD.
Comparing the graphs of the results of the different alignment programs, MMLigner's median values for RMSD is the lowest across the Family, Superfamily and Fold groups, followed by CE and FATCAT; with DALI and LGA yielding alignments with poor fits. The relatively large coverage values imply that DALI and LGA have a tendency to over-align residues at the cost of their fit. This behaviour has been observed upon careful manual study of many alignments and superpositions. TM-Align's RMSD profile, although poorer than those of MMLigner, CE and FATCAT, remains reasonably well behaved for the Family, Superfamily and Fold groups. However, upon manual inspection, TM-Align tends to align greedily single and pairs of residues when they randomly appear spatially proximal, yielding more complex alignments (Fig. 2 third column) .
Analyzing the spread of the interquartile (IQR) regions across various alignment programs for both coverage and RMSD, we find that MMLigner is the best behaved overall across these two measures (Fig. 2, first/second columns) . The compactness of these boxes (Fig. 2 , third column), we notice that the median lines for MMLigner across the five groups show a distinct concave trajectory. As the structures diverge from Family to Superfamily and Fold, the complexity of the relationship increases, and so does the alignment explanation length, the first part of the message. Then IðAÞ starts to decrease for the alignments in the Class and Decoy groups since their relationship (if any) remains simple, and hence can be stated concisely. Only DALI among the other programs shows this trajectory. However, its concavity is an artifact of the large majority of the alignment from the Class and Decoy groups going unreported (treated here as zeros). For other programs, IðAÞ median lines show either an increasing trend, or stay relatively flat.
The total compression gained in bits by the various alignments (Fig. 2 , fourth column), shows that MMLigner gives the best compression overall. This is not surprising, as MMLigner attempts to optimize this criterion. Nevertheless, I-value has a utility beyond comparing competing alignments of the same pair of structures: it identifies which alignments are significant. In this respect, I-value goes beyond conventional measures that build on coverage and fidelity. The horizontal line at 0 bits is the discriminating line for statistical significance in the information-theoretic framework. When compression is positive (above the zero line), the alignment provides a more concise lossless explanation of the coordinates of the structural pair than their null model explanation. Such an alignment should be accepted as significant (Supplementary Note S1). On the other hand, if the compression is negative (below the zero line) the lossless explanation using the alignment relationship is longer than the null model message length. Such an alignment should be rejected.
For MMLigner, the boxes (hence their corresponding alignments) for Family, Superfamily and Fold are always above the zero line, suggesting that these alignments are significant, as measured by our lossless compression based framework (Fig. 2, first row, fourth  column) . Surprisingly, except for CE, other programs produce, on average, alignments for the SCOP Fold group which are below the zero line, and which, although they may be optimal with respect to some operative measure of alignment quality, are not statistically significant. MMLigner's first quartile line for the Class group and the third quartile line for the Decoy group sits close to zero. For the pairs in the Class and the Decoy groups that yield positive compression, many alignments involved alpha-hairpins covering over 20 or more residues. (MMLigner provides an additional option, handled as a postprocess, to reject any alignment with low coverage that aligns supersecondary structures. The results/box-plots of such runs are shown in Supplementary Note S6). As mentioned before, DALI does not return any alignment for most of the Class and almost all of the Decoy sets, explaining their quartile lines.
Comparing the average (mean) runtimes over the 2500 pairs of SCOP domains, MMLigner takes 11.95 s per pair, while FATCAT takes 4.47 s, CE 2.52 s, DALI 2.39 s, LGA 4.86 s and TM-Align 0.16 s. Comparing the median runtimes over the same dataset, MMLignertakes 2.51 s, while FATCAT, CE, DALI, LGA and TMAlign take 3.27, 1.99, 0.71, 0.18 and 0.07 s respectively (see Supplementary Note S7 for details).
In summary, the performance of MMLigner is consistently reliable, compared to all other programs considered. True to the MML framework, which relies on achieving an accurate trade-off between hypothesis (here, alignment) complexity and fidelity to the observed data (here, the lossless explanation of structural coordinates), MMLigner consistently identifies statistically significant alignments when they exist (and not when they don't), avoids pairing up spurious correspondences, and favours simple alignments over complex ones.
Identification of alternative structural alignments: MMLigner's ability to identify alternative alignments for the same given structural pair is demonstrated in the following two case studies.
Aligning 2SAS-A with 1JFJ-A: Consider the a chains of the calcium-binding proteins from Branchiostoma lanceolatum (wwPDB entry: 2SAS chain A with 134 residues) and Entamoeba histolytica (wwPDB entry: 1JFJ chain A with 185 residues). SCOP (Lo Conte et al., 2000) classifies the corresponding domains, d2sasa_ and d1jfja_, within the Calmodulin-like family, suggesting a close evolutionary relationship. Each of these domains contains four EF-hand (helix-loop-helix) motifs. Two EF-hands pair up near the N-terminus and the other two pair up near the C-terminus in each domain. However, these EF-hand pairs have markedly different topologies: they are flexed compactly in d2sasa_, while they remain relaxed in d1jfja_. MMLigner produces four distinct alignments that rate as statistically significant, based on the compression those alignments achieve over the null model message length. These four alignments correspond to the four possible ways in which the EF-hand pairs can match with each other. Figure 3 shows the alignments found by MMLigner and their corresponding least-squares superpositions.
Most other alignment programs return just one structural alignment of the four possible alignments. This is shown in Table 1 , which gives the traditional alignment statistics, coverage and RMSD, generated by MMLigner and other popular programs for comparison. Also, shown in Table 1 are the information measures of alignment complexity and compression with respect to the null model message length (both in bits). DALI (Holm and Sander, 1993) is the only other program besides MMLigner that reports all four alignments. However, only two of those have reasonable RMSD values. The other programs, LGA (Zemla, 2003) , FATCAT (Ye and Godzik, 2003) , CE (Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998) and TM-Align (Zhang and Skolnick, 2005) , produce only one of the four alignments, with varying alignment quality based on their Coverage and RMSD values.
Aligning 1EUD-A with 1CCW-A: Consider now the alternative alignments for the pair 1EUD (chain A) and 1CCW (chain A) discussed earlier when describing MMLigner's algorithm (Fig. 1(e)-(f) ). These correspond to the a chains (chain A) of proteins pig SuccinylCoA synthetase (wwPDB entry: 1EUD-A with 306 residues) and Glutamate mutase from Clostridium cochlearium (wwPDB entry:
1CCW-A with 137 residues). SCOP dissects the a chain of SuccinylCoA synthetase into two domains, d1euda1 (130 residues) and d1euda2 (176 residues) and classifies them under different folds. The N-terminal (CoA-binding) domain, d1euda1, is classified as an NAD(P)-binding fold, while the C-terminal domain, d1euda2, is classified as a Flavodoxin-like fold. On the otherhand, SCOP assigns the a chain of Glutamase mutase to a single domain, d1ccwa_, classified under Flavodoxin-like fold, the same as for d1euda2. Interestingly, the two domains of 1EUD-A share self-similarity and, hence, it is possible to align the Glutamase mutase domain to either the N-or C-terminal domains of Succinyl-CoA synthetase.
MMLigner and DALI report both alignments with the rest of the programs reporting only one (Table 2) . For d1euda2 vs. d1ccwa_, LGA produces the worst alignment overall, even when evaluated across all four criteria, and it is rejected according to our information measure, since there is a loss of compression of 5.2 bits, compared to the null model message length. While DALI, FATCAT and TM-Align produce similar and, overall, largest coverages, TMAlign's RMSD is smaller. However, inspecting the alignment complexity (IðAÞ), we find that TM-Align's alignment complexity is significantly worse than others. As before, on manual inspection, we notice that TM-Align aligns many singleton or pairs of residues in regions of dissimilarity when the chains drift together closely in Alignment NN denotes the alignment of N-terminal subunit of d2sasa_ (residues 1 to 99) with the corresponding N-terminal subunit of d1jfja_ (residues 1 to 70). Alignment CC denotes the alignment of C-terminal subunit of d2sasa_ (residues 100 to 184) with the corresponding C-terminal subunit of d1jfja_ (residues 71 to 134). (Similar definitions for the Alignments CN and CC.) The Coverage column gives the number of residue-residue correspondences reported by the respective alignment programs. The RMSD column gives the root-mean-squared-deviation after best superposition in Å units. The I(A) column gives the measure of alignment complexity in bits. The compression column gives the difference between the null model message length and the I-value for each alignment in bits. We use '-' when no alignment is reported by any program.
space. As a result, TM-Align yields alignments with higher coverage (than the other programs), although with acceptable RMSD values, resulting in more complex alignment hypotheses (measured using IðAÞ). DALI yields an alignment with similar coverage and RMSD as TM-Align but with slightly less complexity. Both
MMLigner and CE produce similar alignments, with differences attributed to the different levels of conservatism of their respective objective function.
Aligning the two domains of Succinyl-CoA synthetase, d1euda1
vs. d1euda2 (row 3 of Table 2 ), reveals their structural selfsimilarity. MMLigner, CE and TM-Align produce satisfactory alignments with minor differences attributed to differences in the objective functions being optimized. Qualitatively, these alignments are similar. The other aligners, DALI, FATCAT and LGA, produce very poor quality alignments. In summary, MMLigner has the ability to identify alternative alignments for the same structural pair when they exist, and it does so consistently. Most other programs are designed to report only one alignment. Comparison between oligomeric proteins and protein complexes will require programs to report alternative alignments. With the increasing popularity of cryo Electron microscopy in experimental protein structure determination, it is expected that deposited structures will often be large protein complexes. We therefore feel that this feature of MMLigner will be useful in treating the emerging datasets.
Discussion
Several comparative studies and reviews have emphasized the inadequacy of conventional methods for protein structural alignment (Hasegawa and Holm, 2009; Kolodny et al., 2005; Ma and Wang, 2014; Slater et al., 2013) . Although many programs are guided by good biological insights, their mechanisms for assessing alignment quality are unsatisfactory and lack a proper statistical foundation. These programs define scoring schemes by combining a small number of alignment-quality measures in ad hoc ways. The current proliferation of structural alignment programs arise from the different ways these criteria are combined (Hasegawa and Holm, 2009) .
To escape from this dilemma, we developed a new and objective approach to assessing structural alignment quality, using principles from the fields of information theory and statistical learning. The structural alignment problem is evaluated within the rigorous framework of statistical inductive inference, where alignments are hypotheses of structural relationships among observed coordinate data. Approaching the alignment problem this way has significant advantages, as the trade-off that arises when balancing the conflicting objectives of hypothesis complexity and fidelity with the observed data has to be addressed comprehensively, and without weighting any surrogate criteria. Furthermore, this treatment results in a rigorous statistical framework for discriminating between different structural alignments with comparable statistical properties, and for rejecting alignments that are not statistically significant (Supplementary Note S1).
Developing software to implement this information-theoretic framework has brought many challenging technical considerations, especially when designing and implementing viable statistical models of encoding to compute the various message length terms, I null ð:Þ; IðAÞ, IðTjS; AÞ. Using these, we developed a search heuristic to find meaningful structural alignments. This produced MMLigner, a reliable pairwise alignment program that is publicly available (http://lcb.infotech.monash.edu.au/mmligner). Benchmarking its performance in comparison with other current alignment programs demonstrated that MMLigner is superior in consistently identifying meaningful structural alignments. The strength of the algorithm derives from its balancing hypothesis complexity (IðAÞ in bits) and fidelity with the observed data (IðTjS; AÞ in bits). Both qualitative and quantitative inspection of the resulting alignments reveal that MMLigner consistently identifies statistically significant alignments, avoids pairing up random residue-residue correspondences, and finds different alignments for the same structural pair when they exist.
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